Moroto reviews land compensation rates

There was a lack of key consultations and stakeholder involvement, as required by the law and best practices," Kirogo said. He advised that the district should review the compensation rates annually to reflect the fluctuating market price.

He said the delay of the university project has led to land being used by other people, which has created a problem. He added that there is need for proper land use planning in the district.

Moroto District Commissioner, David Okello, said the land was underconservation. A resident of the area said the land was being used for grazing and agriculture.

Kirogo added that the district should ensure that there is proper compensation for the land that is being used.

Electricity to return to Nigerian city after protests

People occupying a major electricity supplier in southern Nigeria, leaving a regional capital without power for weeks, agreed to end their demonstrations over constant blackouts.

Negotiations between state officials and the operators of the Port Harcourt Electricity Distribution Company (PहEDC) in the city of Yenagoa, in Bayelsa, were cut short on Wednesday, restoring power to the state.

The demonstrators in Yenagoa, the city without power for just two weeks, demanded an explanation for the power outage, which had led to widespread power outages in the city. The demonstrators also called for a reduction in the cost of electricity. The government had promised to increase the supply of power, but the demonstrators said they had not seen any improvement.

The power company insisted that the protests were being organized byuna (40 million euros).

Nigeria has the potential to produce some 13,000 megawatts of power, but its current output is only 4,000 megawatts. The government has pledged to increase the supply of power, but the demonstrators said they had not seen any improvement.

The central government has pledged to increase the supply of power, but the demonstrators said they had not seen any improvement.
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